Thanks Be to Speed - The Alpha, The Omega & British Ditch Digger
I was visiting with Chuck and Jeanie
Kalbach, the 5-mile rovers, at their post
along the long course when a racer rolled
up behind us and asked, “Is this the timing
slip stand?” I replied, “No, it is further
down the return road,” pointing them in
the right direction. A short time later
Jeannie yells, “That guy is headed right
for the course.”
This immediately tightened every
assorted inch of sinew in my upper thorax
region because a racecar had just started
its run down the long course. With seven
miles between us, the curvature of the
earth wiped out any chance of visual contact for the driver who expected a clear
run. Thankfully, the wandering racer
turned back to the return road. Earlier
that week as the Danny Boy Streamliner
was hurtling down the long course, a pickup truck drove onto the course. Driver
Richard Thomason was forced to abort
the run.
These wild episodes made me wonder how often such events took place
during Speedweek. This was the 58th running of the SCTA Bonneville Nationals
with 439 cars trucks and motorcycles in
attendance.
I made enquiries to Lee Kennedy, the
SCTA/BNI Technical Chairman and
Speed Racing Etiquette Engineer. A wellbuilt goateed gent with and stern, yet
helpful demeanor; he offered insight to
the most dreaded mistakes you can make
while land speed racing.
“Being a good racer, spectator or
even media observer all revolves around
communication and situational awareness,” Kennedy observed, “If you keep
those two things in mind then you and I
won’t need to have an uncomfortable conversion.”
Below are the Top Ten teeth-gashing,
butt-puckering, volunteer anxiety-inducing bad behaviors you do not want to be
guilty of because any could result in

injuries to you, your crew, or others.
-CB Radio not working properly
(perform a radio check) or not tuned to
correct channel (Channel 1 or 10)
-Keying CB Radio Microphone for
long periods (sitting on it, smashing it
under something in the front seat, etc.)
rendering communication impossible
between racers and course workers.
-Running slow on the fast course and
not turning out for miles
-Allowing your entire “entourage” to
follow you down to the high-speed shutoff area increasing the odds that a vehicle
in trouble will find a mark. Do you really
need that much attention at the top end?
-Accredited media who leave the designated areas without a working and
properly tuned in CB radio. Press credentials are only given with the promise of
monitoring race activity at all times while
outside spectator areas.
-Racers who leave broken parts on
the course. This responsibility, a critical
safety duty extends to crews who, when
they pick you up, notice something broken. Failure to do so endangers the life of
the racer who comes after you.
- Incidents: All crews MUST obtain
permission from the tower BEFORE they
can approach their race vehicle under any
circumstances. Permission is frequently
given, but officials need to know who and
where people are entering the course.
-Push trucks that never turn out to
the return road, or drive at high speed past
spectator and pit areas endangering fans
and racers alike.
-Stopping on the course when you
could easily turn off towards the return
road. (This holds up the entire racing
event as the ambulance and fire truck will
roll to your immediate assistance)
-Straying away from roadways
marked by cones. Disorientation happens
to many, usually followed immediately by
panic. Even seasoned veterans get con-

fused on the salt.
This year there were approximately
200 first-time drivers slamming Greg
Waters with a heavy teaching load in his
rookie classes. Course workers and officials alike were especially vigilant speed
monitors as the newbies started making
speed of their own.

WELCOME TO THE WAIT
“This has been the most enduring
event,” offered BNI data cruncher Pam
Manghelli, wife of SCTA President Mike
Manghelli, who handles daily runs results
and provides technical support, “there is
more heat, more media, more speed
records, more spectators, it’s wearing
everyone down.”
Normally, by Thursday, the tower is
pleading with cars in the pits to come to
the starting line. This year the pits were
still loaded with more than 100 active racers on Friday.
What EVERYONE did this year was
wait, wait, wait. A couple windy afternoons
also shut down competition, but most racers averaged four hours, some waited up
to five hours in line to run once a day. The
daily debacle was exacerbated by oppressive, withering August temps well past 100
degrees.
The hardest hit were the ones who
were unable to tow their race vehicle into
the pre-stage lanes to claim a run spot.
These were the plus 300MPH vehicles
that have a tedious warm-up routine and
stringent safety procedures that can’t be
achieved where spectators are permitted
to wander at will.
Consider the Burkland 411 streamliner from Montana that runs consistently
in excess of 400MPH. They were only
able to make one pass, 396MPH (top
speed of the meet) all week long. Driver/Designer/Builder Tom Burkland

With a pair of turbocharged iron motors out of British ditch digging equipment, Andy Green drove the JCB Dieselmax to a AA/DS
class record of 317MPH on Friday, the last day of the meet. The team had struggled all week long to get the engines and turbos
to ‘play nice with each other.”
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understands his car is safer running in the
morning when the salt’s water table is low
and the surface is hard and dry.
Not advocating favoritism here, but it
raises the question about how to better
accommodate those who provide visually
rousing speed runs for onlookers.
I share a few ideas picked up
throughout the week that might decrease
the crushing wait time. These included:
limiting entries, excluding motorcycles,
adding another course, or holding two
“Speedweeks” one for vehicles running
under 175MPH and another for plus
175MPH speed (both logistic and labor
nightmares).
The one suggestion that seemed to
have merit, but did not fix wait times,
advanced the idea to allow the big guns to
run immediately after record runs each
morning. Thinking that most spectators
come out in the morning to watch the
qualifiers run for records, why not
enhance the “show” by giving them a taste
of serious speed each morning?
The high-speed vehicles are run by
those who have not only paid their dues to
the sport, but mentor and inspire others
just by doing a good job of exercising the
time clocks. I am not a car owner, but if I
were, it would be my absolute pleasure to
allow someone like Tom Burkland, Earl
Wooden, Joe Law, Terry Nish, Rick
Yacoucci, Thomason & Tradup, George
Fields, or Sam Wheeler to go ahead of me
in line every single morning.
Imagine being able to see all these
mighty speeders pull off the line one right
after another. Zounds! What rapture for
the senses first thing in the morning not
to mention giving the big guns a bit of
support and keeping on lock on its ‘world’s
fastest’ pedigree. It is something that
SCTA/BNI might do well to think about
for the benefit of racer and spectator alike.
What say you all?

Andy Green, the World’s Fastest Man,
reacts as he realizes that the dream he’s
had for nearly 9 years has finally come
true: to set a speed record on the
Bonneville Salt Flats. Green went on to set
a pair of International records at 338 and
350 the following week during private
time on the salt.

Dirver/Desinger Tom Burkland strikes a
family pose with mom Betty and dad
Gene at the 2006 Speedweek. All three
are life members of the 200MPH Club.

Here’s what the fastest car at the 2006
SCTA/BNI Speedweek looked like after its
396MPH run. The car recorded a terminal
speed of 410 galloping out the back door
and is poised to exceed 500MPH if
weather conditions and luck continue to
hold.

FAST TIRES?
Joe Law drove his “Grumpliner”, the
new streamliner version of the proven
#355 Grumpy Old Men lakester to a new
A/Blown Gas Streamliner record of 286
MPH using solid wheels covered with
Kevlar rubberbands. Straight and true, the
car was “very different to drive” noted
Law, but he got the job done and I believe
we are entering a new era in the sport.
Rick Yacoucci also ran solid front
wheels in the Costella & Yacoucci
G/Blown Gas Streamliner pumping up
the record to 352 MPH. Cowardly tire
manufactures abandoned LSR years ago,
but straight line racers, true to their ilk
have once again proven they don’t need
big corporate money. They will simply
make what they need to go fast. Ya gotta
love ‘em, and I do.

team for most LSR racing operations.
In the end RAF Wing Commander
Green emerged victorious with a
317MPH record in AA/Diesel Streamliner
class.
Meanwhile, three classes down, Iowa
resident Roy Lewis’ was contesting his
own Class C record of 226 in the Chassis
Engineering streamliner. The single 5.9
liter Cummins 2-valve helped Lewis set a
scorching new 306MPH record, and beat
Green to the 300MPH chapter of the
200MPH Club.
It ought to be noted that Lewis also
nailed the numbers with only a five-man
crew of Jim Donovan, Steve Mallicoat,
Dave Rau, Jim Huber, Dave Humbel –
three times LESS crew than the JCB team
and wads less cash. Hip, hip, Hooray for
the little guys.

HARDEST EARNED RECORD
BRITISH DITCH DIGGERS
The British ditch diggers, a.k.a. the
JCB Dieselmax streamliner, had a very
rough time of it all week trying to coax the
car’s twin engines to play nice together.
They made more practice runs out on the
Wendover airport runways than they did
the salt, spent many late nights wrenching
on the car in hanger #3.
After sorting out gremlins, the team
came to the salt with high hopes only to
be humbled hard when the rear engine
management system got stuck in neutral.
“The rear driveline was in fact in gear, but
the engine controller had not acknowledged the message from the gearbox
controller,” explained Project Manager Dr.
Tim Leverton, “it was a simple electronics
fault not seen before and easy to fix.”
Their starting line operation was
awash with far too many company yellow
shirts. The full-suspension Fastrac push
start tractor (a cushy farm beast of burden)
was driven flawlessly by Colin Bond, who
ought be JCB’s salt ambassador.
I chuckled heartily when I realized
that what the group had just in the way of
laptop-toters would constitute an entire

On its 50th anniversary, Gary Hensley broke the oldest motorcycle record on
the books the hard way when he reset the

500cc streamlined blown fuel record with
a 215.979 average. The old record of
211MPH was set by the NSU factory rider Wilhelm Hertz on August 8, 1956.
Hensley’s front tire exploded near the
four and one-half mark abruptly ending
his record run. Officials estimate he tumbled in excess of 230MPH.
I was positioned near the 5-mile mark
and had my big lens trained on him
throughout the ordeal. Oddly, perhaps
because I knew the team’s fabrication standards, I sensed Gary would be dizzy but
OK. Thank Bob Williams, Charles Fider,
Don Cyr, John Staiger, Dave Powell, and
Jim Ellis.
“All the safety systems worked perfectly,” Hensley told me, “I got a salt bath
but that’s about it. We realized our goal of
breaking the NSU record so now it is time
to move on. I love being part of the land
speed family. I’m not done with this sport
by any means.”
Preliminary analysis of the brand new
tire and wheel indicated the wheel separated from tire causing immediate
deflation and the abrupt left turn as the

The main motorman for the #77 modified roadster, Lee Gustafson, made it look easy
setting a couple records in D/BGMR; he finished up the week with 259MPH record.
More importantly, the car stayed nice and straight and didn’t spin out so things are
looking up for the Seth Hammond led team. Hammond was also toting around a model
of his new, slippery-looking, splendiferous lakester.

wheel dug in to the salt surface.
The Fergusen Family Racing Team
managed to put the youngest as well as the
oldest driver in the 200MPH Club. First it
was Randy Ferguson at age 17 and this
year it was 4-cylinder wizard Joe Fontana,
82, driving to a 255 average in XXO/GS
class.
“I can’t say enough about this family,
their fraternity comes before their personal ambitions” Fontana observed, “I’ll be
back next year.”

Note: Photojournalist Louise Ann Noeth
is the authoress of the award-winning book,
“Bonneville: The Fastest Place on Earth,” a
complete historical review of the first 50 years
of land speed racing now in its 6th printing.
For more details and to order, go to:
www.landspeedproductions.biz

After a two-year metal forming romance
Don Ferguson III took a romp in his brand
new #572 red highboy. Competing in XXF
Fuel Roadster class, on his first pass down
the course he ran a very respectable 188
MPH before gremlins shut him down.
Father DFII reported his kid was near tears
after the first run, just thrilled to get some
salt on the tires and feel the Ardun engine
roar against the sheet metal.
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